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Abstract – We study the scattering modes of a light in a three-dimensional disordered medium,
above the critical density for Anderson localization. Contrary to the usual conductor-insulator
transition picture, localized modes represent a minority of modes, even well above the threshold
density, whereas spatially extended subradiant modes predominate. Even an appropriate choice
of the probe frequency does not allow to address localized modes only. The lifetime of localized
modes is shown to be dominated by finite-size effects, and more specifically by the ratio of the
localization length to their distance to the system boundaries.
Introduction. – Since the pioneering work by Philip
W. Anderson to explain the transition from metal to in-
sulator for electronic transport [1], trapping of waves in
a disordered potential has been reported in a variety of
systems, ranging from acoustics to matter waves [2–6].
However, for electromagnetic waves, even though their lo-
calization has been reported in 1D [7] and 2D [8], the
observation of Anderson localization in 3D has been the
subject of an ongoing controversy [9]. Indeed, the initial
signatures used in the diffuse transmission or in the late
time dynamics were later questioned [10–16], and at the
moment, an unambiguous experimental signature is lack-
ing.
From a fundamental point of view, the vectorial nature
of electromagnetic waves has been shown to prevent lo-
calization [17–19]. This theoretical analysis was based on
the scaling analysis [20], where the linewidth of the modes
(i.e., their inverse lifetime) is compared to the typical dif-
ference of frequency between them. The transition to lo-
calization is thus marked by the emergence of modes with
long lifetimes.
On the other side, collective scattering modes can have
diverse origins. A paradigmatic example was introduced
with superradiance from a fully inverted system of many
two-level systems. R. Dicke showed that this can lead to
an accelerated emission by cascading between symmetric
collective atomic states [21], a prediction that was later
confirmed experimentally [22]. Another intriguing collec-
tive scattering effect from a single excitation among many
two-level scatterers has been reported in Ref. [23], where
subradiance with radiation rates below the single scatterer
rate has been observed.However, because they can be ob-
served in dilute regime, i.e., well below the critical density
for localization, these long lifetimes are unrelated to local-
ization.
But write:
Another intriguing collective scattering effect from a sin-
gle excitation among many 2 level scatterers has been re-
ported in [22], where subradiance with radiation rates be-
low the single scatterer rate has been observed.
The presence of subradiance in the dilute limit clearly
questions the ability of late-time dynamics to capture the
localization transition [14]. But more generally, it chal-
lenges the idea of an all-localized scenario for the insulat-
ing phase of 3D disordered optical systems. On the con-
trary, superradiance and subradiance may provide com-
peting dynamical signatures to localization, and they ex-
ist even in absence of disorder [24]. It is thus necessary
to understand the interplay between these phenomena, in
order to be able to determine an unambiguous temporal
signature of the localization transition.
In this paper, we focus on a scalar model of light scat-
tering in 3D, despite the well known importance of the
full vectorial model with localization requiring the addi-
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tion of a strong magnetic field to (partially) restore local-
ization [25]. In this scalar model, the transition to local-
ization has been characterized using the eigenvalues and
eigenvectors of the interaction matrix [17,19,26,27].
In this work, we study the competition between local-
ized, subradiant and superradiant modes, showing that a
transition to an all-localized regime is not achieved. Fur-
thermore, localized modes represent only a minority of
modes, and despite their narrow range of energies, even
an appropriate choice of pump frequency does not prevent
from strongly coupling to the other modes. Finally, the
lifetime of these modes appear to be driven by a leakage
due to the finite distance to the boundaries of the system.
This allows us to evaluate the ratio of the localization
length to their distance to the system’s boundaries from
the lifetime of the localized modes. These results con-
tribute to the difficult task of finding unambiguous signa-
tures of Anderson localization of light in 3D.
Coupled Dipole Model and Scattering Modes.
– We consider a model of N point-like scatterers with
positions rj distributed randomly and homogeneously in-
side a spherical cloud of radius R. The scatterers can be
thought as two-level atoms with linewidth Γ and transition
frequency ωa. The system is illuminated by a monochro-
matic wave characterized by the Rabi frequency Ω(r) of
atom-light interaction and frequency ω = kc, detuned by
∆ = ω − ωa from the atomic transition. The exchange of
virtual and real photons between the particles result in an
effective interaction between the atomic dipoles βj . In the
linear optics regime, the dipole dynamics is governed by a
set of coupled differential equations [28]:
dβj
dt
=
(
i∆− Γ
2
)
βj − Γ
2
∑
m 6=j
exp(ik|rj − rm|)
ik|rj − rm| βj −
iΩ(rj)
2
.
(1)
We note that the model can be derived from fully classical
principles [24,29]. The first right-hand term describes the
single-dipole dynamics, the second one corresponds to the
dipole-dipole coupling, and the last one to the driving of
the incident pump field.. In order to avoid contributions
from pair physics (2 closeby atoms), we set a exclusion vol-
ume in the particle distribution, based upon the density:
rmin = ρ
−1/3/pi [30]. Throughout this work, the pump
considered is a plane-wave travelling in the zˆ direction:
Ω(rj) = Ωe
ik0.rj , with k0 = kzˆ; we have checked that
using a Gaussian beam with a waist comparable to the
system size does not alter our conclusions.
The dipole-dipole coupling results in collective scatter-
ing modes, with an associated decay rate and frequency.
These correspond to the eigenvectors Ψn of Eq.(1), which
conveniently written in matrix form:
d~β
dt
= M~β − i
~Ω
2
, (2)
where Mjm = δjm(i∆ − Γ/2) + (1 − δjm) exp(ik|rj −
rm|)/(ik|rj − rm|), with δjm the Kronecker symbol. The
Fig. 1: Eigenspectrum (=(λn),<(λn) for a system with a den-
sity (ρ = 10ρc = k
3) ten times larger than the critical density,
N = 5000 and ∆ = 0. Superradiant, subradiant and localized
modes are indicated by triangles, circle and square markers, re-
spectively. The insets show typical spatial profiles of each kind
of mode. For the localized mode (a), the red markers denote
the particles used to determine the localization length of the
mode, and the line to the corresponding fit.
eigenvalues λn decompose as the decay rates Γn = −<(λn)
and frequency shifts ωn = =(λn) from the atomic tran-
sition. The components |Ψnj |2 represents the excitation
contribution of atom j to mode n.
Superradiant and subradiant modes emerge from the
dipole-dipole coupling, as well as exponentially localized
modes above the transition threshold ρc ≈ 0.1k3 [17, 19].
Consequently, we decompose modes into three categories,
which are illustrated in Fig.1, along the eigenspectrum:
(a) Localized modes, that present an exponentially decay-
ing spatial profile [see Fig.1(a)]; (b) Superradiant modes,
that present a decay rate Γn > 1 [see Fig.1(b)]; (c) Subra-
diant modes (Γn < 1) that do not present an exponentially
decaying spatial profile [see Fig.1(c)].
The spatial profiles presented in the insets of Fig.1 de-
scribe the particles contribution, ordered from their dis-
tance to the mode center-of-mass rnCM =
∑
m |Ψnm|2rm.
They are typical profiles of the three kinds of modes en-
countered in the system. Superradiant and subradiant
are rather extended, whereas localized modes present, for
short distances, an exponential decay. Indeed, in the
open system (1), localized modes present a spatial pro-
file which decays exponentially at first, before present-
ing a much slower decay [31, 32]. The determination
of the localization length ξ that characterizes the decay
(Ψ(r) ∼ exp(|r − rCM|/ξ)) of these hybrid modes must
thus be realized by giving a larger weight to the atoms
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Fig. 2: Relation between the IPR and R1 of the scatter-
ing modes. The localized/subradiant/superradiant modes are
marked as squares/disks/triangles. Same parameters as Fig-
ure 1.
contributing most to the mode. This is achieved using the
L1 minimization fitting procedure to compute ξ from the
|Ψ(r)|2 profile, without logarithmic rescaling, considering
only the atoms closest to the mode center-of-mass and that
altogether represent at least 99.995% of the mode norm.
The minimization of the L1 aims to minimize the absolute
difference of errors (quantified by the Adapted Coefficient
of Determination R1), rather than the usual square error
(i.e., the R2), and has been used to overcome outliers is-
sues [33–35]. Throughout this work, we require for a mode
to present a R1 larger than 0.6 to be considered localized:
An inspection of the profiles of various modes suggests
that this value is a reasonable choice to distinguish the
modes.
Superradiant and subradiant modes present a broad
spatial profile whereas localized modes are characterized
by the contribution of very few atoms (see Fig. 1(a) and
(b)). This is confirmed by the analysis of the Inverse Par-
ticipation Ratio (IPR), defined as
IPRn =
∑
m |Ψnm|4
(
∑
m |Ψnm|2)2
. (3)
As can be observed in Fig.2, superradiant modes present
an IPR of ∼ 10−3 (the simulations were realized for
N = 5.103, which naturally bounds the IPR to a lower
value of 1/N = 1/(5.103)), while for localized modes
present it is typically 0.2 − 0.5. Subradiant modes ex-
hibit a much broader variety of IPR, from ∼ 0.4 to 10−3,
that witness their extended nature. Overall, the strong
correlation observed between the IPR and the R1 fitting
coefficient validates the use of the R1 factor to classify the
modes, considering that the IPR has been used extensively
to study the Anderson localization transition [36].
Distribution of modes and their coupling to the
exterior world. – Figure 1 suggests that, even at a
Fig. 3: Proportion of localized (plain line), subradiant (dashed)
and superradiant (dash-dotted) modes for an increasing density
and a fixed particle numbers: N = 1500 (thin curves) and 7000
(thick curves).
density ten times larger than the critical density for local-
ization, a significant number of modes do not present an
exponentially decaying profile. This is at odds from An-
derson’s original idea that, above the threshold, all modes
would localize [1,37]. A more quantitative analysis is pre-
sented in Fig. 3, where the proportion of each kind of
modes is shown, for different densities and for a fixed par-
ticle number. We first note that the proportion of superra-
diant modes decreases as for a fixed number of atoms, an
increasing density comes along a reduced volume. This is
consistent with the fact that in the subwavelength regime,
a single superradiant value has a rate that tends to N , all
other modes being subradiant.
More surprisingly, the remaining long-lived modes are
largely dominated by subradiant ones, which typically con-
stitute ∼ 75% of the N modes. Indeed, even for a den-
sity ρ = 10ρc, localized modes represent at most one-fifth
of all modes. The scenario where all modes would local-
ize, inducing a transition to an insulator, is clearly not
valid here. Furthermore, working at fixed particle num-
ber implies that the system size changes significantly when
changing the density. Increasing the particle number from
N = 1500 to N = 7000 leads to a slight increase of the
proportion of superradiant modes (as the optical thickness
increases), the proportion of subradiant modes decreasing
correspondingly, and that of localized modes being almost
unaltered. Hence, finite-size effects do not appear to be re-
sponsible for the low proportion of localized modes. This
clearly questions the notion of the localization transition
in that system, especially considering the existing debate
on the possible signatures of the transition. For example,
no exponential decay of the transmission with the system
size, a paradigmatic signature of the localization regime,
has been reported up to date in 3D systems. The exis-
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tence of a large population of other modes (superradiant
and subradiant), that could support the transport of light
through the sample, may contribute to the lack of clear
signatures of transition, despite the statistical eigenvalue
analysis that favors long lifetimes modes predicts a tran-
sition [17]. Let us comment that a partial localization
was found by Stockman et al. in the context of surface
plasmons [38], which was attributed to long-range dipolar
interaction.
Localized modes represent a minority of all modes, yet
an open question is how an incoming wave will couple to
them, considering they they are distributed over a rela-
tively narrow range of energies (see Fig.1). This coupling
can be evaluated by studying the projection of the pump
onto the scattering modes. The solution to Eq. (2) decom-
poses as:
~β(t) =
∑
n
αnΨne
λnt, (4)
where αn represents the projection coefficient. Thus, the
set of |αn|2 represents the population of the modes [39].
We here focus on the steady-state regime, for which the
αns are obtained from Eq. (2) as:
~α =
i
2
Ψ−1M−1~Ω (5)
In order to understand if it is possible to address the
localized modes specifically, we study the mode population
defined as
PLoc =
∑
n∈{Loc}
|αn|2
N∑
n=1
|αn|2
, (6)
where {Loc} refers to the ensembles of localized modes
(PSR and PSub are defined in a similar way).
Because the localized modes belong to a narrow range
of energies, the detuning ∆ is tuned, in addition to the
atomic density. As can be observed in Figure 4(a), the
localized modes are addressed more specifically for a de-
tuning of ∆ ∼ Γ, yet even then, and for densities well
above the critical one, at most half of the incoming plane-
wave couples to localized modes. The fact that at least
half of the incoming wave projects on superradiant and
subradiant modes may explain why a clear signature of
the phase transition is difficult to identify in steady-state
transmission [9]. Indeed, these modes are unrelated to lo-
calization, as they are already present in the dilute regime,
well below the critical density [23,40,41].
We also see that subradiant modes are addressed with a
larger population for moderate but negative detuning (see
Fig.4(b)), where almost all the plane wave may project
on these. At large absolute values of the detuning, when
the cloud turns transparent, superradiant modes are ad-
dressed predominantly. This is consistent with the picture
of atoms illuminated homogeneously, with a phase given
by that of the laser, as exemplified by the superradiant
timed Dicke state [24,42]. Note that we have checked that
Fig. 4: Population in the localized, subradiant and superradi-
ant modes to a plane-wave, as a function of density and detun-
ing. Simulations realized with a particle number N = 500, with
an averaging over 100 realizations for each value of detuning
and density. The gray area for low densities correspond to a
regime of low resonant optical thickness, where superradiance
and subradiance are not well formed; this area reduces as the
number of particles is increased.
Gaussian beams with a waist smaller than the cloud ra-
dius (for a ratio as low as one third) that the population
of localized modes is not significantly altered.
We now turn to the lifetimes (widths) of the eigenmodes.
As can be seen in Fig.5, the localized modes present a
wide range of lifetimes, that extends over many orders
of magnitude. Nevertheless, as it has been observed in
the 2D case [18], there is no clear correlation between the
lifetime and localization length of the modes.
The main source of the observed broadening in the
modes linewidth can be found in finite-size effects: The
proximity to the system boundary results in a leakage of
the mode, which appears to be well described by Γleak =
C exp(−r′/ξ) [43], where r′ = R−|rCM| is the distance of
the mode center-of-mass to the boundary, and C ≈ 2.10−3.
This effect is illustrated in Fig.6, where a clear correlation
between the distance to the system’s boundary and the
mode lifetime is found, for two very different sets of pa-
p-4
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Fig. 5: (Absence of) correlations between the decay rate and
the localization length of the localized modes. Simulation re-
alized for a cloud of density ρ = k3, with N = 9000 particles.
rameters (corresponding to ξ ∼ 0.4/k and ξ ∼ 0.07/k). In
the regime we have explored, the decay rates Γn appear
to be dominated by this effect, and the Heisenberg and
Thouless times do not appear to affect these modes [44].
The scaling law for Γleak was observed for decay rates as
small as the numerical precision of our simulations allows
(∼ 10−14). This suggests that for most experimentaly
accessible parameters, the lifetime of localized modes is
determined by their distance to the boundary and that
possible size-independent limits on the lifetime of the lo-
calized modes only appear at much longer times.
Conclusions & Perspectives. – Across this work,
we have studied the population of modes throughout the
Anderson localization phase transition for 3D light scatter-
ing. The scenario where all modes localize, up to finite-
size effects, clearly does not hold, as spatially-extended
subradiant and superradiant modes are present. Further-
more, even when tuning the pump frequency close to the
localized modes resonant energy, at most half of the in-
coming wave is observed to couple to localized modes, so
the strong contribution from other modes to the transport
of light cannot be excluded.
A natural question is whether the transport of light can
really be put to a halt thanks to disorder, with the paradig-
mic exponential decay of diffuse transmission with the sys-
tem length [7]. On the contrary, so far, only an increase
of the transport at higher densities, as compared to the
diffusion prediction, has been reported [45]. The absence
of analytical tools and the strong limitations of numerical
simulations for these systems definitely represent an ob-
stacle to understand the specificity of 3D light scattering.
In this regard, the correlation between the lifetime of lo-
Fig. 6: Decay rate of the modes as a function of the ratio
between their distance to the boundary r′ = (R − |rnCM|) and
their localization length ξ. The dotted line corresponds to Γn =
C exp(−/ξn), with C = 2.10−3. The simulation for density
ρ = 0.5k3, resp. 50k3, presents localization lengths of order
ξ ∼ 0.4/k, resp. ∼ 0.07/k. Simulations realized with N = 3000
particles.
calized modes and the system size observed in our work is
are a good illustration of the importance of finite-size ef-
fects, and of the subsequent limitations in simulating small
systems.
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